community whitepaper
“IONOS project is a community based, driven and maintained blockchain ecosystem
with PRIVATE SMART CONTRACTS. Our coin [IOX] is a POW/POS hybrid coin, powered by Masternodes. Fair distribution and block rewards”

Vision
IONOS project aims to make cryptocurrency more accesible and useable by the
mainstrain public. We intend to do so by first - the development of our Masternode coin [IOX] with features such as privacy, speed and security at the forefront
of our plans.
We will actively pursue e-commerce plaforms and physical real world business to
accept IOX as a payment option.
Furthermore we plan to release private smart contracts as part of our development.
We will aim to build a cryptocurrency community that encourages transparency
and ideas.
IONOS aims to help cryptocurrency fufill it’s orginal plan - A decentralized world,
where the power is back in the hands of the people.

Community & Governance
We firmly believe that within the cryptocurrency environment the community decides which projects thrive and
which ones fail. This is why we have choosen to embrace the community. IONOS a 100% community governed and maintained ecosystem. All of the projects decisions will be made via community voting through a
governance system or social outlets. Community based projects ensure that the orginal goals stay relevant and
centralization does not come into effect. Anyone can help IONOS reach its full potential.

Private Smart Contracts
Our addition of private smart contracts to the IONOS blockchain will ensure users keep their right for privacy
and security when deploying smart contracts - IOX will be used to power them.

Zerocoin Protocol
Zerocoin is a privacy protocol proposed by Johns Hopkins University professor Matthew D. Green and his
graduate students (Ian Miers and Christina Garman) in 2013 as an extension to the bitcoin protocol that
would add true cryptographic anonymity to bitcoin transactions. The protocol was first integrated into a fully
functional cryptocurrency as Zcoin in 2016. Zerocoin provides anonymity by the introduction of a separate
mixing service known as zerocoin that is stored in the bitcoin blockchain. Though originally proposed for
use with the bitcoin network, zerocoin could be integrated into any cryptocurrency.

Coin Specifications
Fast, fair and secure.
Ticker: IOX
Block time: 30 seconds
Algorithm: QUARK
Total supply: 10,354,937,900 IOX
Masternode collateral: 1,000,000 IOX
Reward ratio: 80% masternodes 20% staking
Difficulty re-targeting: Every block
Maturity: 111 confirmations

Block rewards
We believe in fair and even block rewards. Our POS model ensures this. Coins can be earned by
either aquiring a MASTERNODE (1,000,000 coins) whioh will also will help secure the network, or by
simply staking the amount you have if if falls below the masternode collateral.

Block height

Block reward

Total coins released

201 - 50,000

100 IOX

4,979,900 IOX

50,001 - 200,000

15,000 IOC

2,249,985,000 IOX

200,001 - 500,000

12,000 IOX

3,599,988,000 IOX

500,001 - 900,000

10,000 IOX

3,999,990,000 IOX

900,001 - 1,000,000

5,000 IOX

499,995,000 IOX

1,000,000+

100 IOX

Infinite

Roadmap
We have set out an ambitious roadmap for the next 2 years. We believe with a strong community and a great
team we can make a difference in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Q4 2018: Launch of
mainet, Website Launch,
Linux/Windows wallet,

Q1 2019: Community
governance implementation, Blockchain events

Q2 2019: Medium
exchanges, Marketing

Q3 2019: Payment
card/gateway, BETA
IONOS cryptocurrency
marketplace

Q4 2018: Small exchange
listings, Paper Wallet, Web
Wallet

Q2 2019: Smart Contract
implimentation, Mobile
wallets (Android/iOS),
Merch store

Q2 2019: Atomic swaps,
Wallet UI update

Q3 2019: ALPHA
IONOS Exchange
launch, large exchanges
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